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Abstract. In this proceeding we show the results found for the cross sections of the processes
D¯D → piX(3872), D¯∗D → piX(3872) and D¯∗D∗ → piX(3872), information needed for
calculations of the X(3872) abundance in heavy ion collisions. Our formalism is based on
the generation of X(3872) from the interaction of the hadrons D¯0D∗0 − c.c, D−D∗+ − c.c and
D−s D
∗+
s −c.c. The evaluation of the cross section associated with processes having D∗ meson(s)
involves an anomalous vertex, XD¯∗D∗, which we have determined by considering triangular
loops motivated by the molecular nature of X(3872). We find that the contribution of this
vertex is important. Encouraged by this finding we estimate the XD¯∗D∗ coupling, which turns
out to be 1.95± 0.22. We then use it to obtain the cross section for the reaction D¯∗D∗ → piX
and find that the XD¯∗D∗ vertex is also relevant in this case. We also discuss the role of the
charged components of X in the determination of the production cross sections.
1. Introduction
Since the development of B factories like BELLE and BES a wealth of data on new hadronic
states has been produced [1, 2], information which is crucial to understand the nature and
properties of such states. Particularly interesting are the data on the so called exotic charmonium
states. One member of this family, and probably the most widely studied theoretically, is the
X(3872) (from now on simply X), reported a decade ago by the Belle collaboration in the decay
B± → K±pi+pi−J/ψ [3]. After this finding, several other collaborations [4–6] confirmed this
state and its existence is now established beyond any doubt. However, it has only been very
recently when the spin-parity quantum numbers of X have been confirmed to be 1++ [7].
During these years, several theoretical models have been proposed to describe the properties
of this state, considering it as a charmonium state, a tetraquark, a D− D¯∗ hadron molecule and
a mixture between a charmonium and a molecular component [8–21]. In spite of the effort of
these numerous groups, the properties of this particle are not yet well understood and represent
a challenge both for theorists and experimentalists.
In line with the information on new charmonium states brought by the B factories, in a
different frontier of physics, collaborations like RHIC and LHC has devoted a significant part
of their physics program to study the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). It is now a well accepted
fact that in high energy heavy ion collisions a deconfined medium is created: the quark gluon
plasma (QGP) [22,23]. In a high energy heavy ion collision the QGP is formed, expands, cools,
hadronizes and is converted into a hadron gas, which lives up to 10 fm/c and then freezes out.
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During this evolution, an increasing (with the reaction energy) number of charm quarks and anti-
quarks move freely. The initially formed charmonium bound states are dissolved (the famous
“charmonium suppression”) but c’s and c¯’s, coming now from different parent gluons, can pick up
light quarks and anti-quarks from the rich environment and form multiquark bound states. This
is called quark coalescence and it happens during the phase transition to the hadronic gas [24,25].
Therefore, the formation of the quark gluon plasma phase increases the number of produced
X’s [24, 25]. Interestingly, the coalescence formalism is based on the overlap of the Wigner
functions of the quarks and of the bound state, being thus sensitive to the spatial configuration
of the charmonium state and hence being able to distinguish between a compact, ' 1 fm long,
tetraquark configuration and a large ' 10 fm long, molecular configuration. A big difference
between the predicted abundancies could be used as a tool to discriminate between different X
structures and to help us to decide whether it is a molecule or a tetraquark [26]. In this way,
heavy ion collisions can be used to obtain information about exotic charmonium states as X.
However, there is an additional complication. Due to the rich hadronic environment present in
the plasma, theX’s can be destroyed in collisions with ordinary hadrons, such asX+pi → D+D¯∗,
and can also be produced through the inverse reactions, such as D + D¯∗ → X + pi. A proper
determination of the abundance of X in heavy ion collisions requires a precise calculation of
the cross sections of these kind of processes. In Ref. [26], the hadronic absorption cross section
of the X by mesons like pi and ρ was evaluated for the processes piX → DD¯, piX → D∗D¯∗,
ρX → DD¯, ρX → DD¯∗, and ρX → D∗D¯∗. Using these cross sections, the variation of the X
meson abundance during the expansion of the hadronic matter was computed with the help of
a kinetic equation with gain and loss terms. The results turned out to be strongly dependent
on the quantum numbers of the X and on its structure.
The present work is devoted to introduce two improvements in the calculation of cross sections
performed in Ref. [26]. The first and most important one is the inclusion of the anomalous
vertices piD∗D∗ and XD¯∗D∗, which were neglected before. With these vertices new reaction
channels become possible, such as piX → DD¯∗, and the inverse process DD¯∗ → piX. As will
be seen, this reaction is the most important one for X in the hadron gas. The relevance of
anomalous couplings has also been shown earlier in different contexts, for example in the J/ψ
absorption cross sections by pi and ρ mesons [27], radiative decays of scalar resonances and axial
vector mesons [28,29] and in kaon photoproduction [30].
The second improvement is the inclusions of the charged components of the D and D∗ mesons
which couple to the X [17].
2. Formalism
2.1. Determination of the cross sections
To calculate the cross section for the processes (1) D¯D → piX, (2) D¯∗D → piX and (3)
D¯∗D∗ → piX we consider the model of Refs. [16, 17, 31] in which X is generated from the
interaction of D¯0D∗0−c.c, D−D∗+−c.c and D−s D∗+s −c.c. The isospin-spin averaged production
cross section for the processes D¯D, D¯∗D, D¯∗D∗ → piX, in the center of mas (CM) frame can be
determined as
σr(s) =
1
16piλ(s,m21i,r,m
2
2i,r)
∫ tmax,r
tmin,r
dt
∑
Isos,spin
|Mr(s, t)|2 , (1)
where r = 1, 2, 3 is an index indicating the reaction considered,
√
s is the CM energy, and m1i,r
and m2i,r represent the masses of the two particles present in the initial state i of the reaction
r. We follow the convention of associating the index 1 (2) with the particle with charm −1
(+1) present in the initial state. The function λ(a, b, c) in Eq. (1) is the Ka¨llen function, tmin,r
and tmax,r correspond to the minimum and maximum values, respectively, of the Mandelstam
variable t andMr is the reduced matrix element for the process r. The symbol
∑
spin,Isos
represents
the sum over the isospins and spins of the particles in the initial and final state, weighted by the
isospin and spin degeneracy factors of the two particles forming the initial state for the reaction
r, i.e., ∑
spin,Isos
|Mr|2 → 1
(2I1i,r + 1)(2I2i,r + 1)
1
(2s1i,r + 1)(2s2i,r + 1)
∑
spin,Isos
|Mr|2 , (2)
where,
∑
spin,Isos
|Mr|2 =
∑
Q1i,Q2i
∑
spin
∣∣∣M(Q1i,Q2i)r ∣∣∣2
 . (3)
In Eq. (3), Q1i and Q2i represent the charges for each of the two particles forming the initial
state i of the reaction r, which are combined to obtain total charge Qr = Q1i +Q2i = 0,+1,−1.
In this way, we have four possibilities: (0, 0), (−,+), (−, 0) and (0,+) and thus,
∑
spin,Isos
|Mr|2 =
∑
spin
(∣∣∣M(0,0)r ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣M(−,+)r ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣M(−,0)r ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣M(0,+)r ∣∣∣2) . (4)
.
Each of the amplitudes M(Q1i,Q2i)r of Eq. (3) can be written as
M(Q1i,Q2i)r = T (Q1i,Q2i)r + U (Q1i,Q2i)r , (5)
where T
(Q1i,Q2i)
r and U
(Q1i,Q2i)
r are the contributions related to the t and u channel diagrams
contributing to each process.
2.2. The D¯D → piX reaction
In Fig. 1 we show the different diagrams contributing to D¯D → piX (without specifying the
charge of the reaction).
D(p2)
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D¯⇤
D¯(p1)
D(p2)
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D⇤
D¯(p1)
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Diagrams contributing to the process D¯D → piX.
The t-channel amplitude for the process in Fig. 1a can be written as
T
(Q1i,Q2i)
1 = W
(Q1i,Q2i)
1 gPPV gX
1
t−m2
D¯∗
[
(p1 + p3)µ +
m2
D¯
−m2pi
m2
D¯∗
p2µ
]
µX(p4), (6)
Table 1. Coefficients W
(Q1i,Q2i)
r and couplings gX for the amplitude given in Eq. (6). We have
defined gn ≡ gXD¯0D∗0 and gc ≡ gXD−D∗+ , whose numerical values can be found in Table 3.
r (Q1i, Q2i) Wr gX
1
(0, 0) −1/√2 −gn
(−,+) 1/√2 −gc
(−, 0) −1 −gn
(0,+) −1 −gc
2
(0, 0) −1/2 −gn
(−,+) 1/2 −gc
(−, 0) −1/√2 −gn
(0,+) −1/√2 −gc
Table 2. Coefficients Z(Q1i,Q2i) and couplings gX for the amplitude given in Eq. (7). We have
defined gn ≡ gXD¯0D∗0 and gc ≡ gXD−D∗+ , whose numerical values can be found in Table 3.
(Q1i, Q2i) Zr gX
(0, 0) 1/
√
2 gn
(−,+) −1/√2 gc
(−, 0) 1 gc
(0,+) 1 gn
Table 3. Couplings of X to the different pseudoscalar-vector components constituting the
state (P¯XVX). The couplings for the complex conjugate components bear a minus sign.
P¯XVX gXP¯XVX (MeV)
D−D∗+ 3638/
√
2
D¯0D∗0 3663/
√
2
D−s D∗+s 3395/
√
2
while for the u-channel amplitude (Fig. 1b) we have
U
(Q1i,Q2i)
1 = Z
(Q1i,Q2i)gPPV gX
1
u−m2D∗
[
(p2 + p3)µ +
m2D −m2pi
m2D∗
p1µ
]
µX(p4). (7)
The coefficients W
(Q1i,Q2i)
r and Z(Q1i,Q2i) and couplings gX are given in Tables 1 and 2.
The coupling gPPV in Eqs. (6) and (7) is the strong coupling of the D
∗ meson to Dpi. As
shown in Refs. [32, 33], consideration of heavy quark symmetry gives a value of
gPPV =
mρ
2fpi
mD∗
mK∗
∼ 9, (8)
where we have use the pion decay constant value fpi = 93 MeV. Using this coupling, the decay
width for the process D∗+ → D0pi+ is 71 KeV, in agreement with the recent experimental result
of (65±15) KeV [34] and compatible with the coupling found in Ref. [35] using QCD sum rules.
2.3. The D¯∗D → piX reaction
We show the relevant diagrams contributing to this process in Figs. 2 and 3, which involve
anomalous vertices, D¯∗D¯∗pi in the t-channel and XD¯∗D∗ in the u-channel. The t channel
D¯⇤(p1)
D(p2)
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D¯⇤
D¯⇤(p1)
D(p2)
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D⇤
X(p4)
D⇤
D¯⇤(p1)
D¯⇤(p1)
X(p4)
D⇤
P¯X(k)
VX(p4   k)P (p1   k)
D¯⇤(p1)
X(p4)
D⇤
P¯X(k)
VX(p4   k)V (p1   k)
D¯⇤(p1)
X(p4)
D⇤
P (p1   k)
V¯X(k)
PX(p4   k)
D¯⇤(p1)
X(p4)
D⇤
V¯X(k)
PX(p4   k)V (p1   k)
(c) (d)
Figure 2. Diagrams contributing to the process D¯∗D → piX. The diagram containing a filled
box is calculated by summing the set of diagrams shown in Fig. 3, as explained in the text.
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+
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D¯⇤(p1)
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D¯⇤(p1)
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D(p2)
V¯X(k)
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D¯⇤(p1)
X(p4)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. Diagrams considered for the determination of the filled box shown in Fig. 2. The
hadrons PX and VX represent the pseudoscalars and vectors coupling to the state X, while
P and V are any pseudoscalar and vector meson which can be exchanged conserving different
quantum numbers. For a list of the different exchanged hadrons considered here see Ref. [36].
contribution is directly obtained as
T
(Q1i,Q2i)
2 = W
(Q1i,Q2i)
2 gV V P gX
1
t−m2
D¯∗
µναβp1µp3αD¯∗ν(p1)Xβ(p4). (9)
where the coefficients W (Q1i,Q2i) and the corresponding gX coupling are listed in Table 1. The
amplitudes for the u-channel diagram shown in Fig. 2d can be calculated as
U
(Q1i,Q2i)
2 =
d∑
p=a
U
(Q1i,Q2i)
2p , (10)
with U
(Q1i,Q2i)
2p (p = a, b, · · · , d) being the amplitudes associated with the diagrams depicted in
Fig. 3. As can be seen, these amplitudes depend on the hadrons present in the triangular loops
(P , VX , etc.), since the couplings, propagators, etc., depend on them. The final result for the
amplitude of each diagram in Fig. 3 can be obtained by summing over the amplitudes for the
different intermediate states
U
(Q1i,Q2i)
2p =
∑
P,PX ,VX ,V
U (Q1i,Q2i)2p , (11)
where U (Q1i,Q2i)2p , p = a, b, etc., is the amplitude for the diagram in Fig. 3p for a particular set of
hadrons in the triangular loop.
The evaluation of the amplitudes in Eqs. (9) and (11) involves PPV , V V P and V V V vertices
(with P and V representing a pseudoscalar and a vector meson, respectively). To calculate them
we have made used of effective Lagrangians [37–40]
LPPV = −igPPV 〈V µ[P, ∂µP ]〉,
LV V P = gV V P√
2
µναβ〈∂µVν∂αVβP 〉 (12)
LV V V = igV V V 〈(V µ∂νVµ − ∂νVµV µ)V ν)〉.
with
gV V P =
3m2V
16pi2f3pi
, gV V V =
mV
2fpi
, (13)
The symbol 〈 〉 in Eq. (12) indicates the trace in the isospin space.
The determination of the amplitudes in Eq. (11) is quite tedious and we refer to the reader to
Ref. [36] for more details on the calculations and for a list of the different intermediate channels
considered.
A different way to proceed in the determination of the u-channel diagram in Fig. 2d is to
construct an effective Lagrangian of the type [41]
LXD¯∗D∗ = igXD¯∗D∗µναβ∂µXνD¯∗αD∗β, (14)
and try to estimate somehow the unknown coupling gXD¯∗D∗ . However, a model like this would
lose its predictive power in the absence of any reasonable constrain on the value of the coupling
gXD¯∗D∗ . The strategy followed in this paper consists of first determining the D¯
∗D → piX cross
section by calculating the XD¯∗D∗ vertex in terms of the loops shown in Fig. 3. After this is
done, we obtain the cross section for the same process but using the Lagrangian in Eq. (14)
to evaluate the diagram in Fig. 2d and compare both results. In this way, we get a reliable
estimation of the gXD¯∗D∗ coupling.
2.4. The D¯∗D∗ → piX reaction
As shown in Fig. 4, the cross section for the process D¯∗D∗ → piX can get contributions from
the anomalous XD¯∗D∗ vertex. To determine the diagrams in Figs. 4b and 4d we are going to
make use of the method explained in the previous section to estimate the coupling gXD¯∗D∗ and
consider the XD¯∗D∗ vertex as a point-like one. Considering the Lagrangian in Eq. (14) for the
XD¯∗D∗ vertex, we find the following amplitudes for the t and u channel diagrams:
T
(Q1i,Q2i)
3a = −2gPPV gaX Y(Q1i,Q2i)
1
t−m2
D¯
p3µ
µ
D¯∗(p1)
ν
D∗(p2)Xν(p4)
T
(Q1i,Q2i)
3b = −
gV V P√
2
gXD¯∗D∗ Y(Q1i,Q2i)
1
t−m2
D¯∗
µναβ µ
′ν′α′
β p1µ p3α p4µ′D¯∗ν(p1)D∗α′(p2)Xν′(p4)
(15)
U
(Q1i,Q2i)
3c = −2gPPV gcX Y(Q1i,Q2i)
1
u−m2D
p3ν 
µ
D¯∗(p1)
ν
D∗(p2)Xµ(p4)
U
(Q1i,Q2i)
3d = −
gV V P√
2
gXD¯∗D∗ Y(Q1i,Q2i)
1
u−m2D∗
µναβµ
′ν′α′β′gν′αp2α′p3µ′p4µD¯∗β(p1)D∗β′(p2)Xν(p4),
where the values of gaX , g
c
X , and Y(Q1i,Q2i) are those given in Table 4.
(a) (b)
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D¯⇤(p1)
D⇤(p2)
D¯
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D¯⇤
D¯⇤(p1)
D⇤(p2)
(c)
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D¯⇤(p1)
D⇤(p2)
D
⇡(p3)
X(p4)
D¯⇤(p1)
D⇤(p2)
D⇤
(d)
Figure 4. Different diagrams contributing to the reaction D¯∗D∗ → piX.
Table 4. Values for the coupling ga,cX and the coefficients Y(Q1i,Q2i) of Eq. (15). The numerical
values of gn and gc can be found in Table 3.
(Q1i, Q2i) g
a
X g
c
X Y(Q1i,Q2i)
(0, 0) gn gn
1√
2
(−,+) gc gc − 1√2
(−, 0) gn gc 1
(0,+) gc gn 1
3. Results
3.1. The D¯D → piX reaction
In Fig. 5 we show the results obtained for the production cross section of X from the reaction
D¯D → piX as a function of the center of mass energy, √s. The dashed line corresponds to the
case where only the neutral components of X, i.e, D¯0D∗0−c.c, are considered in the calculations,
as in Ref. [26]. The solid line is the result for the cross section when all components of X are
taken into account (using the couplings shown in Table 3). As can be seen from Fig. 5, the
difference between the two curves is around a factor 2-3, depending on the energy. Thus, in a
model in which X is considered as a molecular state of D¯D∗ − c.c, a precise determination of
the magnitude of the production cross section for X necessarily implies the consideration of all
the components, neutral as well as charged.
3.2. The D¯∗D → piX reaction considering triangular loops
Next, we determine the cross section related to the process D¯∗D → piX. The diagrams
considered for this process (see Figs. 2c and 2d) involve anomalous vertices, D¯∗D¯∗pi in the
t-channel and XD¯∗D∗ in the u-channel. We find it interesting to compare the contributions
arising form these vertices. We show the results in Fig. 6. The solid line, as in Fig. 5, continues
representing the final result for the D¯D → piX cross section. The dashed line is the cross section
for the D¯∗D → piX process without considering the diagrams involving the anomalous vertex
XD¯∗D∗, i.e., only with the t channel diagram shown in Fig. 2c. The shaded region represents the
result found with both t and u channel diagrams shown in Figs. 2c and 3 (with the latter ones
Figure 5. Cross section for the reaction D¯D → piX considering only the neutral components
of X (dashed-line) and adding the charged components (solid line).
Figure 6. Cross section for the reaction D¯∗D → piX. The solid line has the same meaning as
in Fig. 5, and we have shown it for the purpose of comparison. The dashed line represents the
result for the cross section of the process D¯∗D → piX considering only the t channel diagram in
Fig. 2. The shaded region is the result obtained with both t and u channel diagrams of Fig. 2
considering cut-offs in the range 700-1000 MeV.
involving the XD¯∗D∗ vertex) when changing the cut-off needed to regularize the loop integrals
in the range 700-1000 MeV. As can be seen, the results do not get very affected by a reasonable
change in the cut-off. Clearly, the vertex XD¯∗D∗ plays an important role in the determination
of the D¯∗D → piX cross section, raising it by around a factor 100-150.
The importance of the anomalous vertices has been earlier mentioned in different contexts.
For example, in Ref. [27] the J/ψ absorption cross sections by pi and ρ mesons were evaluated
for several processes producing D and D∗ mesons in the final state. The authors found that the
J/ψ pi → D∗D¯ cross section obtained with the exchange of a D∗ meson in the t-channel, which
involves the anomalous D∗D∗pi coupling, was around 80 times bigger than the one obtained with
a D meson exchange in the t-channel. In Ref. [28] the authors studied the radiative decay modes
Figure 7. Cross section for the reaction D¯∗D → piX. The dark color shaded region has the
same meaning as the shaded region in Fig. 6. The light color shaded region represents the result
for the cross section when considering the Lagrangian in Eq. (14) to determine the XD¯∗D∗
vertex with the value of the coupling given in Eq. (16).
of the f0(980) and a0(980) resonances, finding that the diagrams involving anomalous couplings
were quite important for most of the decays, particularly for the f0(980) → ρ0γ, a0(980) → ργ
and a0(980)→ ωγ.
Summarizing this subsection, we have shown that the cross section for the reaction D¯∗D →
piX is larger than that for D¯D → piX and, thus, the consideration of this reaction in a calculation
of the abundance of the X meson in heavy ion collisions could be important.
3.3. Estimating the gXD¯∗D∗ coupling
Having determined the contribution from the anomalous vertex XD¯∗D∗ calculating the loops
shown in Fig. 3, we could now obtain the cross section for the D¯∗D → piX reaction using the
Lagrangian of Eq. (14) to determine the amplitude for the diagram shown in Fig. 2d, which
results in Eq. (15). In this way we can fix the XD¯∗D∗ coupling to that value which gives similar
results to the shaded region shown in Fig. 6. From Eq. (14), it can be seen that the coupling
gXD¯∗D∗ should be dimensionless. In Fig. 7 we show the results found for the cross section of the
reaction D¯∗D → piX for gXD¯∗D∗ in the range 1.95± 0.22 (light color shaded region). The dark
shaded region in the figure corresponds to the result for the cross section obtained by evaluating
the vertex XD¯∗D∗ using the diagrams in Fig. 3, where the loops have been regularized with
a cut-off in the range 700 − 1000 MeV. It can be seen that, although the energy dependence
obtained by using the Lagrangian in Eq. (14) is not exactly the same as the one found by
considering the triangular loops of Fig. 3, the two results are compatible in some energy range.
Thus, the usage of the Lagrangian of Eq. (14) with the value
gXD¯∗D∗ ∼ 1.95± 0.22, (16)
can be considered as a reasonable approximation for describing processes involving the
anomalous vertex XD¯∗D∗, simplifying in this way the calculation of this vertex to a great
extend.
3.4. The D¯∗D∗ → piX reaction
After estimating the coupling gXD¯∗D∗ , we can use this value to determine the cross section for
the process D¯∗D∗ → piX, which could also get a contribution from the anomalous XD¯∗D∗
vertex, that was neglected in Ref. [26]. The different Feynman diagrams considered for this
process are depicted in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 8 we show the results for the cross section of the reaction D¯∗D∗ → piX. The solid line
corresponds to the result found without the anomalous XD¯∗D∗ contribution, while the shaded
region is the result considering the diagrams involving this anomalous vertex with the value for
the gXD¯∗D∗ coupling given in Eq. (16). The first observation to be made is that the cross section
Figure 8. Cross section for the reaction D¯∗D∗ → piX. The solid line represents the cross section
without the contribution from the diagrams in Fig. 4b and 4d, which contain the vertex XD¯∗D∗.
The shaded region represents the result for the cross section when including the contribution of
all the diagrams in Fig. 4, with the vertex XD¯∗D∗ obtained using the Lagrangian in Eq. (14)
with the value of the coupling given in Eq. (16).
for D¯∗D∗ → piX diverges close to the threshold of the reaction. This behavior is different to
the cross sections of the processes studied in the previous sections. This is because the reaction
D¯∗D∗ → piX is exothermic, while D¯D, D¯∗D → piX are endothermic. The second observation is
that the contribution from the diagrams involving the XD¯∗D∗ vertex is important, raising the
cross section about a factor 8-10.
Therefore, as in case of the D¯∗D → piX reaction, the consideration of the anomalous vertices
could play an important role when determining the X abundance in heavy ion collisions.
4. Summary
In this work we have obtained the production cross sections of the reactions D¯D → piX,
D¯∗D → piX and D¯∗D∗ → piX, considering X(3872) as a molecular state of D¯D∗ − c.c. We
have shown that the consideration of the neutral as well as the charged hadrons coupling to X
is important for the evaluation of the cross sections. Next, to obtain the cross section for the
process D¯∗D → piX we have included the contribution of the anomalous vertex XD¯∗D∗. With
this result, we have estimated the XD¯∗D∗ coupling and used it to calculate the cross section for
the reaction D¯∗D∗ → piX. The contribution to the cross section from the vertex XD¯∗D∗ turns
out to be important and could play an important role in the determination of the abundance of
the X meson in heavy ion collisions.
Our results pave the way for a new round of calculations of X abundancies in a hadron gas,
as outlined in Ref. [26]. We emphasize that we expect to find some significant differences with
respect to the results found in Ref. [26], because the processes D¯D → piX and D¯∗D∗ → piX
have been recalculated and, more importantly, the process D¯∗D → piX has been included. This
latter was found to give the most important contribution of all the three processes considered.
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